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Abstract
GSM system is widely used by hundreds of millions of people. In fact there is no
encryption scheme provides the reasonable security level (user-to-user encryption), it’s
just provide the Air-interface encryption i.e. between the mobile station and the base
station. Furthermore, there are other wireless links are vulnerable to attacks. It is therefore
of great importance to provide reasonable security techniques to ensure the privacy of the
mobile users especially circuit switching-based services, as well as prevent unauthorized
use of the service. In this paper, a new approach is proposed to provide end-to-end
encryption for the GSM system (EEE-GSM). This is achieved by using CL-PKC with some
modifications and follow some assumptions in GSM system architecture in order to make
the scheme compliant to the GSM cellular system. However, the proposed scheme not only
efficient due to end-to-end security, but can also provide a secure system against IMSI
catcher, man-in-the-middle, and replay attacks.
Keywords: End-to-end security, GSM Security, GSM Encryption, Certificateless Public
Key Cryptography

1. Introduction
The name GSM first came from a group called (Group Special Mobile), and then became
the short term for (Global System for Mobile communication) which was formed in 1982
for European countries. Security has become a crucial topic in current mobile and wireless
networks, and the security procedures for such networks elevates as well as the techniques
used to attack the wirless networks. Wireless communication security is therefore the
measures or techniques used to protect the wirless communication between certain entities
[1].
GSM system needs more security to protect the entities from any third party attacks,
such as revealing a particular identity, data modification, data-hijacking, eavesdropping,
and impersonation, and hence protection mechanisms are used. Devoted technologies for
securing data and communication are mandatory in wireless networks, and they vary
according to the category of wireless technology deployed. In mobile networks, security
handles a diversity of issues, from user authentication, to data integrity and encryption [2].
Among the digital communication systems, the security process is very easy to be
realized for GSM. In GSM systems, the security processes consists of four parts:
authentication, encryption, TMSI reallocation, and equipment identification. However,
there are some possible vulnerability issues which are a concern among many researchers.
Most of them are the weakness in the basic algorithms used for authentication such as
COMP128, and the algorithms used for encryption such as A5/1, A5/2. In the past, these
algorithms were considered to be secure, but nowadays the advancement of technology has
made these algorithms vulnerable to attacks. Recently, countermeasure against these
vulnerabilities has been considered and under implementation. A5/3 and MILENAGE
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algorithms are expected to be used for the new security system. They are also open for the
cryptographic community to help examine the algorithm and improve it and make less
susceptible to man-in-the-middle attack [3].
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Figure 1. GSM Network Architecture
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces briefly the security
issues in GSM cellular system, the basic encryption algorithm A5 and its vulnerabilities;
Section 3 presents our proposed scheme and shows some assumptions and definitions for
our proposed model; Section 4 gives the performance evaluation of our proposed scheme
by analyzing the security requirements and the computational cost respectively; Finally
Section 5 concludes this work.

2. GSM Security Issues
The cellular system 2G-GSM provides several security functions such as: authentication
of the subscriber, data confidentiality, and anonymity of the subscriber. However, the most
important and well-known shortcoming of GSM security is that, it does not provide a
means for subscribers to authenticate the network. This oversight allows for false base
station attacks or IMSI catcher attack [2]. The security methods standardized for the GSM
System made it the basic standard for the recent generations e.g. 3G-CDMA and 4G-LTE.
Although the confidentiality of a call and anonymity of the GSM subscriber is only
guaranteed on the radio channel, this is a major step in achieving end-to-end security. The
subscriber’s anonymity is ensured through the use of temporary identification numbers.
The confidentiality of the communication itself on the radio link is performed by the
application of encryption algorithms and frequency hopping which could only be realized
using digital systems and signaling. Particularly in comparison to the previous analog
systems, and hence part of the enhanced security of GSM is due to the fact that it is a digital
system utilizing a speech coding algorithm, Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK)
digital modulation, slow frequency hopping (FH), and Time Division Multiple Access
(TDMA) time slot architecture. However, to intercept and reconstruct this signal would
require more highly specialized and expensive equipment to perform the reception,
synchronization, and decoding of the signal. Nonetheless, there have been many attacks on
the GSM system in the last few years [4].
Man-in-the-middle is the capability whereby the intruder puts itself in between the target
user and a genuine network and has the ability to eavesdrop, modify, delete, re-order,
replay, and spoof signalling and user data messages exchanged between the two parties by
modified BTS in conjunction with a modified MS. Therefore, the above reasons make the
GSM system needs hard work to balance the communication parameters (bandwidth, data
rate, communication overhead, etc.,) with a high security scheme [5, 6].
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2.1. Encryption Algorithm (A5)
COMP128 is basically a keyed hash function that takes a 128 bit key Ki, and 128 bit of
data RAND, to output a 96 bit hash value. The input RAND is the random challenge
supplied by the BTS. The first 32 bits of the hash are used as the response SRES to the
challenge and sent back to the network. The remaining 64 bits are used as the session key
Kc for voice encryption using some version of the A5 algorithm [7].
The ciphering procedure is presented on the following figure:

Figure 2: Ciphering Process
 If the authentication procedure is successfully performed, the ciphering mode setting
procedure can be initiated by the MSC/VLR (depending on the exchange property
setting in the MSC/VLR), which then sends the Ciphering Mode Command to the BSC
(See Figure 2), and this is a BSSMAP message which contains the Kc, and then
forwarded by BSC to the BTS.
 The BTS stores Kc and tells the MS to start ciphering, BTS starts the deciphering
process, and the Ciphering Mode Command message from BTS to MS will be sent in
clear.
 The MS inserts Kc and TDMA frame number into algorithm A5, which yields a
ciphering sequence that is added to the message to be sent, and this message called
Ciphering Mode Complete, and it does not have any parameters, it only tells the BTS
that ciphering mode has started.
 When the BTS receives the Ciphering Mode Complete message or any other correctly
deciphered layer 2 frame, ciphering is started on the network side, then Ciphering
Mode Complete will be sent in a DI frame to the MSC [8].
2.2. Weaknesses of Encryption Algorithms
A Biryukov, A Shamir, and D Wagner presented two cryptanalytic attacks on A5/1, in
which a single PC can extract the encryption key Kc in realtime from a small amount of the
generated output. Furthermore all these attacks are related to each other, but each one of
them optimizes a different parameter. For instance, the first attack called the Biased
Birthday attack, and it requires two minutes of data (known key stream) and one second of
processing time, whereas the second attack, called the Random Subgraph attack, and it
requires two seconds of data and several minutes of processing time. Back in 2002
Alex Biryukov et al. [9] presented the attack on A5/2. It took them less than a day to crack
the algorithm, and the information used for these methods was never published. Therefore,
the information available on homepages of the authors has been used. The time complexity
of the attack is very low, and the session key is found within milliseconds and demonstrates
that A5/2 provides weak security. However, the problem with this attack is that it requires
the knowledge of the XOR of the key stream used for encryption of two frames that are
exactly (211) frames apart (approximately six seconds apart), and hence if this knowledge is
provided, then the key can be found in approximately 10 milliseconds; and this is a softer
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requirement than the attack on A5/1 since it requires much less knowledge of the plaintext
[10,11,12].

3. Proposed End-to-End Encryption Scheme over GSM (EEE-GSM)
The basic GSM system does not perform end-to-end encryption i.e. user-to-user
security, but only between MS and BSS over the air interface. The proposed scheme is
based on end-to-end encryption to provide a high security level to the subscribers. The
service provider here just provides services for making their calls, and it can not get any
information from the switching processes.
The GSM system implements some procedures for making a call over a mobile
communications: synchronization, location update, call setup, data transfer, and call
clearing. Building on that, the basic process for making a call is (Call Setup process), and
all the security services provided in this step. The design proposed for CL-PKC [13] related
to the procedure (Call Setup), has two handshaking processes to setup the encryption
process (ciphering mode). The proposed scheme also requires two handshaking processes
between users and network provider, and it is only for public keys exchange. Furthermore,
this proposed design provides end-to-end encryption by ignoring the third party (Network
side), and making the MSC\VLR the component responsible only for the public key
exchange, and hence by ignoring the third party to achieve end-to-end encryption.
The third party (MSC/VLR) is liable to many kind of attaks, so the most important thing
here is that, the step (partial private key extract) in the CL-PKC scheme is totally
eliminated, because a third party (the network provider- MSC\VLR) is untrusted, and it
can’t compute the subscriber’s private keys, but it can only do its own function which is to
assign TMSI for each user in the roaming status depending on their current location, and
checks IMSI from HLR/AuC, then sends the public keys (Y) to the subscribers on the
air-interface link, and it’s also useful to ignore this step for communications purposes such
as reducing the handshaking processes, and low communication overhead.
3.1. Definitions and Assumptions
Definitions:
Here we present some definitions which we need in our proposed scheme [14]:
 Mobile station (MS): The Mobile Station consists of two parts, the Mobile Equipment
(ME) and an electronic “smart card” called a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM card).
 Mobile Switching Center (MSC): The main function of MSC is for call- switching in
GSM system. Its overall purpose is the same as that of any telephone exchanger.
 Visitor Location Register (VLR): The VLR contains a copy of most of the data stored at
the HLR. However, it is a temporary data that exists for only as long as the subscriber is
"active" within the VLR coverage.
 International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI): Each registered user is uniquely
identified by its international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI). It is stored in the
subscriber identity module (SIM). A mobile station can only be operated if a SIM with a
valid IMSI is inserted into equipment with a valid IMEI.
 Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (TMSI): The Temporary Mobile Subscriber
Identity (TMSI) is the identity that is sent between the mobile and the network, and it is
randomly assigned by the VLR to every mobile in the area, when it is switched on. The
number is local to a specific area, and so it has to be updated each time the mobile moves to
a new location area. The network can also change the TMSI of the mobile at any time, and
it normally does so, in order to avoid the subscriber from being identified by third party
attackers, and tracked by eavesdroppers on the radio interface.
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 Subscriber number (SN): It’s simply the phone number, and it is not associated with a
certain device but with the SIM cards, which is personalized for a user. The SN follows the
ITU-T standard E.164 for addresses.
 Local Area Identity (LAI): Identifies the current location of the subscriber.
 Pre-shared key (K0): This is used to authenticate the SIM card, stores in both the SIM
card and the Authentication Center AuC.
Assumptions:
The proposed model needs some modifications for suitability of the basic GSM system
and in the security model to be compatible to implement in our proposed scheme, and
without losing the generality of CL-PKC [13], we only describe the Sign and Verify
algorithms as well as the proposed assumptions as follows:
 Let the pre-shared key K0 in the basic protocol (A5) to be the master key for each user.
 Assume the unique identity (ID) for each user is the subscriber number combine with
the area identifier (SN, LAI).
 The identifiers IMSI and TMSI (depending on the current location) are using as random
numbers.
3.2. Proposed EEE-GSM Design
The main description of this idea is to let the MSC/VLR assign the subscriber’s TMSI or
use the specific IMSI and then hash it and send the hashed assignment to the AuC (given
that in the basic GSM system the TMSI never transmits to the AuC for security purposes).
When this TMSI is allocated in advance by MSC\VLR and it will be sent to the specific MS
in the call setup process or in the paging process in case the MS is called from the network.
Note that there is no master key provided by the third party (MSC\VLR), and it is replaced
by the pre-shared key (KA/B).
There is only one algorithm achieved by the MSC\VLR framework and it’s Setup (Psys),
in addition to the public key distribution. On the mobile station side, there are four
algorithms achieved by the MS\SIM, if the user receives a call (MTC) or wants to make a
call (MOC), the first step is to compute its own public key (YA/B) and send it to MSC\VLR,
then compute its own private key (SA) depending on the parameters: KA/B, SNA/B, LAIA/B,
and ITMSIA/B, which are changeable parameters, and related to the current location, then
encrypt using the receiver’s public key (YA/B), and decrypt using its own private key (SA/B).
In our proposed design, firstly when a MS requests access to the network, the MSC/VLR
will normally authenticate the users MS. The MSC will forward the IMSI to the HLR or
check the specific TMSI in its database by the entity VLR, and when the HLR receives the
IMSI and the authentication request, it first checks its database to make sure the IMSI is
valid and its a part of the network. Once it has accomplished this step, then it will forward
the IMSI and authentication request to the Authentication Center (AuC). The proposed
EEE-GSM scheme consists of five algorithms as follows:
Setup:
The two users whom want to call each other start to calculate the system parameters Psys:
{G1, G2, e, n, P, P0, H1,H2,H3,H4} in the synchronization process, then set secret value XA/B
ϵ Z*q
Set public key:
Public key can be calculated for the two users by the following steps:
AA/B= XA/B P
BA/B= XA/B SA/B P
YA/B= (XA/B P, XA/B SA/B P)
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After the users calculated their public keys, then they exchange the keys through the
network (MSC/VLR) in the call setup process.
Set private key:
When the mobile station receives the other subscriber’s public key, it will start to
generate the private key by using the following algorithm:
Using the secret value: XA/B, and the identity:
IDA/B= (SN/LAI)A/B
Compute:
QA/B=H1(SN/LAI)A/B
Then set the private key: SA/B=XA/B KA/B QA/B
The master key KA/B is contained in the all MS’s (Subscribers side), the algorithm takes the
secret value XA and the preshared key KA/B and it inputs the (SN/LAI)A/B number in the hash
function to get (QA), then the MS generate the prvate key.
Encrypt:
After MSA/B generates the temporary private/public keys depending on the subscriber’s
number SNA/B, the next algorithm is executed to encrypt a message, and this algorithm runs
in the MS. It takes as inputs system parameter (P), a message (M) to be encrypted, and a
public key for the receiver (YB) which was generated in the previous algorithm, and the
receiver phone number and local area identity (SN/LAI)A/B, and it outputs the ciphertext
(C), then send it to the MSC\VLR to switch it to the receiver as a ciphertext, the encryption
algorithm performs the following steps:
User MSA/B checks the other side public key YA/B as follows:
e(AA/B, P0) = e(BA/B, P) If not, then abort the call. If holds, then run the encryption process:
Compute:
QA/B=H1(SN/LAI)A/B
Use (IMSI/TMSI)A/B as a random number
For convenience, let N denotes to TMSI or IMSI depending on the switching network and
location.
Calculate:
R=H3 (N, M)
U= R P
V= N  H2(e(QA/B, BA/B)R)
W= M  H4(N)
Compute C= ˂ R P, N  H2(e(QA/B, BA/B)R), M  H4(N) ˃
Then outputs the ciphertext: C = ˂ U , V , W ˃
Decrypt:
This algorithm runs at the receiver and it takes as inputs the ciphertext C, and its own
private key (SA/B), and it outputs the plaintext (M), the decryption algorithm as follows:
Calculate:
N= V  H2(e(SA/B,U))
M= W  H4(N)
Then compute:
R= H3(N, M), and check U= RP, If not, then abort the call.
If holds, then the reciever user outputs the plaintext: M= W  H4 (N)
The main processes of EEE-GSM shown in Figure 3 which are encrypt and decrypt
algorithms:
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Figure 3. Encrypt/Decrypt Algorithms
If one of the security parameters entered wrong such as Psys or SA/B then the
encrypt\decrypt algorithms abort, and these parameters can be manipulated by changing
KA/B, TMSI/IMSI, or SNA/B by the attacker. However, this approach make the GSM system
efficient and secure against such attacks as shown in Section 4.1 for the security analysis of
our proposed EEE-GSM scheme.
3.3. Correctness
The MSA/B possesses the public keys YA/B and exchange the keys in the call setup process
and when the MSA/B receives the ciphertext from the other end:
C=˂U,V,W˃
U= RP, V= N  H2(e(QA/B,BA/B)R), W= M  H4(N)
Here, BA/B= XA/B KA/B P, SA/B=XA/B SA/B QA/B
then it start to calcuate the parameters N and M using its own private as follows:
N= V  H2(e(SA/B, U)) and M=V  H4(e(SA/B, U))
Using U, V, and SA/B= XA/B KA/B QA/B
N= N  H4(e(QA/B, BA/B)R)  H4(e(XA/B KA/B QA/B, RP))
By using the pairing properties (Bilinear property):
M= M  H4(e(QA/B, BA/B)R)  H4(e(QA/B, XA/B KA/B P)R) for BB=XA/B SA/B P
Then, N= N  H4(e(QA/B, BA/B)R)  H4(e(QA/B,BA/B)R)
As well as we get N then we can compute the plaintext:
M= W  H4(N), and M= M  H4(N)  H4(N)= M

4. Performance Evaluation
In this section we demonstrate that our proposed scheme is efficient and secure in both
security and computational complexity aspects:
4.1. Security Analysis
Security algorithms of the GSM (A3, A5, and A8) are all unpublished, secret algorithms.
Researchers have reverse-engineered these algorithms and they have shown that these
algorithms have many important security flaws, for example in the GSM authentication
phase, two related parameters, RAND and SRES, are transmitted on the air interface in
clear. So any listener on the air interface between MS and BTS or between BTS/BSC and
MSC can perform a known plain text attack on the RAND - SRES pair to obtain the
authentication key, and then the attacker can further obtain the encryption key [15].
Therefore, due to the weaknesses in the GSM system, the GSM systems requires a lot of
work to calibrate the communication parameters with high security schemes in order to
prevent such vulnerabilities, and the GSM does not provide end-to-end encryption
(user-to-user security) and the users always want to be in secure hand and they don’t trust
the service providers, and by this proposed scheme we can build up the trust again.
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Furthermore, The proposed scheme makes the system more robust against many kind of
attacks such as false base station attack, core system attack, and Man-in-the-middle attack.
Proposition 1. EEE-GSM provide end-to-end security.
EEE-GSM scheme provide end-to-end encryption and somehow mutual authentication,
the first authentication when user A get guarantee user B public key, and its message will
encrypt for user B { e(AB, P0) = e(BB, P)}, the second authentication when user B checks the
value {U= RP} by computing N and R and make sure this message comes from user A, so
there is no way the intruder puts itself in between the network components for
eavesdropping, and it’s the most important problem for the GSM security. This problem
can be solved by the proposed scheme, because the adopted scheme CL-PKC is robust
against these type of attacks, and by providing end-to-end encryption making the system
more secure [16].
Proposition 2. EEE-GSM is secure against IMSI catcher attack.
IMSI catcher attack AKA False base station is a widespread attack in the field of mobile
communication security, generally the attacker can tap conversations in real time by
performing a man-in-the-middle attack, and the the user’s identifiers can act as a false base
station between the mobile station and base station to act as a real base station. For more
details, when the user encrypt a message using algorithm A5/2, Then the attacker can
implement ciphertext only attack to get the user secret key K0 in a very short period of thime
(less than second), and then the attacker sends a response to the network operator. Building
on that, and when the network start encryption mode the attacker can start encrypt his data
using algorithm A5/1 or A5/3, and the attacker already gets the correct secret key K0, and
then can send the response encrypted by using algorithm A5/1 or A5/3. Thus, the network
operator will treat the attacker as a legal valid user. Furthermore, the delay of this attack can
not be useful to detect such attack, because it needs less than one second, and the delay
allowed by the GSM standard is 12 seconds. However, our proposed scheme is secure
against such attack due to the identifiers protection by using hash, and the pre-shared key K0
as a master key. In addition, the using the secret value and IMSI/TMSI parameters, and
hence, the proposed scheme provides more security level to the users somehow by using
temporary identifiers (TMSI) instead of (IMSI) when the user is in the roaming mode [17].
Proposition 3. EEE-GSM is secure against replay attack.
To prevent the cryptosystem from such attack, we often use random numbers, sequence
number, or timestamp, and each of these techniques has its own boundaries to use. The
EEE-GSM scheme is free from this attack by using IMSI/TMSI as a random numbers and
will be changeable when the user moves from the current location area to another one,
which make the private/public keys changeable, accordingly giving more security features
to the proposed scheme, and by using the secret value XA/B to compute the private/public
keys. Moreover, the parameters SN/LAI are used as a unique identity for each user, which
ensures the freshness of the private/public keys. In this sense, there is another level of
security to the system by checking SN/LAI parameters in addition to the public keyin the
call setup processes by default [18].
Proposition 4. EEE-GSM is secure against type II adversary attack.
Certificateless cryptography (CL-PKC) is an interesting alternative to traditional PKI. It
makes use of identities, which are users’ public keys made of arbitrary strings, in place of
certificates. Besides, it’s infrastructure is lightweight and can be deployed at relatively
lower cost. Additionally, it offers transparent encryption, so that non-technical users could
easily secure their data easily because of the CL-PKC features especially the lack of key
escrow property. Moreover, to encrypt a message to another user, three pieces of
information are needed (the other user’s public key, identity, and the third party’s public
parameters), to decryption process a user just needs to use their private key. For tight
security, a certificateless system has to prove its security against two types of adversaries.
Type I adversary attack refers to any third party who can fake the user’s public keys,
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corresponding to the user’s random secret value. Type II adversary attack refers to a
compromised or malicious KGC, who has access to the partial public and private keys of all
users, more details in Ref [19]. However, The proposed EEE-GSM scheme is secure
against theses attacks, and the attacker can not get the plaintext without the knowledge of
the all secret parameters.
The following table (Table 1) illustrates the comparison of security-based performance
efficiency for our proposed scheme with the basic scheme A5 and scheme [20] [21]:
Table 1. Comparison of security-based performance evaluation
Security Parameters

A5

Ref [20]

Ref [21]

End-to-end security

N

N

Y

EEE-GS
M
Y

IMSI catcher attack

N

Y

N

Y

Replay attack

Y

Y

Y

Y

Type II attack

N/A

N

N

Y

Y: Robust; N: Not robust; N/A: Non-Applicable
The proposed approach is more efficient than other competing topologies. In comparison
to other schemes, such as A8 or A5 algorithms in a GSM system, and schemes [20] [21],
due to the flexiblity of Certificate-less Cryptography and provide a secure cryptosystem.
4.2. Computational complexity
Since GSM systems offer a relatively high performance as mentioned in the introduction
section, the security feature can be enhanced using the new network utilities as much as a
strong security is needed. However, the only practical problem might be a relatively higher
computational cost than A5, but it will be improved as new mathematical propositions are
implemented.
The performance of our proposed scheme is evaluated using the existing experimental
setup of [22] [23] [24] for a variety of cryptographic operations using MIRACLE [25] in
PIV 3 GHZ processor with Windows XP operating system and 512 MB memory. From [22]
[23] [24] the relative running time for the operations we employed in our proposed model
as follows:
Th: Hash function= 3.04 ms.
Tp: Pairing operation time complexity= 20.01 ms.
Tm: Pairing-based scalar multiplication= 6.38 ms.
Te: ECC-based scalar multiplication= 0.83 ms.
The other operations: Omitted.
The following table (Table 2) illustrates the performance efficiency based on running time
of our proposed model:
Table 2. Computational complexity-based performance evaluation
Phase
Encrypt
Decrypt
Total

Operation
3Th+Tp+Tm+Te
3Th+Tp
6Th+2Tp+Tm+Te

Running time(ms)
36.34
29.13
65.47

According to the computational cost we clearly can note that the total running time in
MS side is 65.47 (ms). That means, the proposed model scheme is quite reliable to be
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implemented in the real field of the GSM mobile communication systems. Generally, from
the above analysis and results it can be noted that the proposed EEE-GSM scheme has
reasonable computational complexity and provide efficient and secure system.

4. Conclusion
The users and the service providers would never want their resources and services to be
used by unauthorized users. In this work, a technique to provide end-to-end encryption for
the GSM system with a little handshaking procedures was demonstrated using Public Key
Infrastructure approach PKI, similar to the A5 algorithm. GSM system is being used as a
basis for the next generation of mobile communication technologies (3G and 4G) in the
world. Certificate-less cryptography can be the most suitable scheme for the mobile
communication security because its lightweight infrastructure, and it's lack of certificates,
and CL-PKC is a promising solution improving several weaknesses of PKI and
Identity-Based Cryptography IBC. The proposed EEE-GSM scheme is made as suitable as
possible for the GSM system. Although the scheme is rather complex, it allows for many
details to be hidden so that end-users are not concerned with manual handling of data
security.
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